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Board Certified Occupational Therapist
Whistleblower: More Patients Are Dying from the
Vaccine than from COVID
“I’ve seen 32 elderly people pass away immediately after taking the Moderna
vaccine.”
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***

Abrien Aguirre is a board certified occupational therapist who recently went public with his
knowledge of working in 3 COVID units in Hawaii, two of them “isolation units.” He states
that he works in the largest skilled nursing facility in Oahu, working with the geriatric
population.

He was interviewed by a group known as “Hawaii Free Speech News.”

His testimony was recorded at a recent outdoor protest held at the Hawaii State Capitol in
Honolulu.

He starts out his testimony by saying that the media is misrepresenting what is happening
with hospitalized COVID patients. He states:

The people moved to the COVID unit, didn’t have COVID. They tested positive with the
PCR  test,  but  most  of  them  were  asymptomatic  and  only  suffering  from  their  pre-
existing  conditions.

He explains how people with terminal illnesses were put on the COVID death lists, which he
says is “complete fraud.”

They rolled out the Moderna mRNA experimental injections at his facility, and he says:

I’ve seen 32 elderly people pass away immediately after taking the Moderna vaccine.
None of that is being talked about on the News. It doesn’t fit their narrative.

I’ve seen more people pass away from the vaccine, than I have in COVID units.

He explains that he worked as a “Director of Rehab” in one skilled nursing facility for 5
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months, and he saw where the billing department would have his therapist change medical
diagnosis  codes  from  things  like  pulmonary  disorder  to  COVID  because  of  higher
reimbursements. And this even happened with cases that were not only asymptomatic, but
sometimes they did not even have a positive PCR test result for COVID.

It’s just fraud on every level.

Mr. Aguirre states that he has reached out to politicians to expose this fraud, including the
Governor of Hawaii, and their response is silence. Not one of them has responded.

His last advice in the interview:

My  advice  to  people:  if  your  elderly  are  sick,  your  grandmother,  your  great
grandmother, your mom, don’t send them to a skilled nursing facility. They’re not going
to receive adequate care.

Treatment is going to be withheld from them. They’re going to be forced to wear a
mask all day, and social distance.

They’re going to become depressed and want to commit suicide. Because that is what I
am seeing in our facilities.

This testimony by Abrien Aguirre is one of the most damning interviews I have ever seen.
Everyone  should  send  a  copy  of  this  video  to  their  “elected”  officials,  because  the  U.S.
medical  system  has  now  become  thoroughly  corrupt.

Mr. Aguirre has nothing to gain, and much to lose by going public, putting his career and
possibly even his life on the line to go public with this damning information.

Since politicians are complicit with these murders and crimes, it is unlikely that they will do
anything about it.

But by exposing their crimes, especially those who claim they are “just doing their jobs,” we
can ensure that they will most certainly be held accountable for these murders and crimes
against humanity.

There is no place in Hell too hot for where most of these people are going to end up.

This is from our Rumble Channel, and it is also on our Bitchute Channel.
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